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NEW QUESTION: 2
You create and deploy a correlation rule with a Create incident
action that also indicates an iTRAC workflow. After having the
rule on for an hour, you find that the system has created
several hundred workflow processes. What steps can you take to
address this problem? (Choose 2)
A. Adjust the definition of the rule so the threshold for
triggering an event is higher
B. Change the Update Criteria to do not perform actionsevery
time this rule fires for the next 1 hour
C. Configure the Data retention field in the Sentinel Data
Manager
D. Set the maximum incidents setting to 10 in the correlation
action definition
E. Change the iTRAC settings in the configuration xml file
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Given the code fragment:
What is the result?
A. Compilation fails only atline n1.
B. Compilation fails only atline n1andline2.
C. Compilation fails only atline n2.
D. Invalid calculation
E. Answer =0
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have the following table.
You need to create a PivotTable as shown in the following
exhibit.
What should you do?
A. Add LineTotal to the Rows area. Add Product
area twice.
B. Add LineTotal to the Rows area. Add Product
area twice.
C. Add Product to the Rows area. Add LineTotal
area twice.
D. Add Product to the Rows area. Add LineTotal
area twice.
Answer: C
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